
Conditional Probability
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The Monty Hall Problem



The Monty Hall Problem

Probability selecting prize 
= 1/3

Probability not selecting prize 
= 2/3

Does knowing that 
the prize is not 

behind the green 
door change your 

chances of winning 
?



Option 1: Do Not Switch

Probability selecting prize  = 1/3

Probability not selecting prize  = 2/3



Option 2: Switch

Probability selecting prize =

(1/6)  +  (2/6)     =    3 / 6

Picked Prize Door First:

P (winning) = (1/3) * (1/2)

Did not Pick Prize Door First:

P (winning) = (2/3) * (1/2)



Independence – Card Example 

Sampling with Replacement: Choosing an ace from  
a deck of cards, replacing it, AND then choosing an 
ace as the second card.

Sampling without Replacement: Choosing an ace 
from a deck of cards, AND then choosing an ace as 
the second card.

P (ace in first draw) =             

(4 / 52) =  0.077
P (ace in second draw) =   

(4 / 52) = 0.077

P (ace in second draw) =   

(3 / 51) = 0.058
P (ace in first draw) =             

(4 / 52) =  0.077



Shared Events & Independence

e.g., Imagine we are flipping two coins sequentially 

Probability of Heads & Heads = (1/2)  *  (1/2)

What is the Critical Assumption?  

Event 1                                                 Event 2

Axiom 3:  If two events are independent, the 
probability of a shared event (both events occur) 
equals the product of the individual probabilities.

Independence  



Conditional Probability
When calculating the probability of a complex 
event, information on known outcomes can be             
used to revise the probability calculations. 

These updated estimates are termed               
“conditional probabilities”   P (A l  B)

e.g., How would knowing that the first                            
coin was a head, modify the probability of 
getting two heads OR one head & 1 tail ? 

Probability of event A, given that event B  occurred



Conditional Probability
When calculating the probability of a complex 
event, information on known outcomes can be             
used to revise the probability calculations. 

(1/2)

What is the probability of 2 heads, 2 tails, 1 head & 1 tail in 2 tosses?

How would knowing that first coin was a head,  modify the probabilities? 

Event 1                                                           Event 2

(1/2)

(1/4)                                       (1/2)                                    (1/4) 



Probability Trees

Question: Who will win 2016 Presidential Election?



Conditional Probability
Question:  What is probability that car was blue               

if identified as a blue car? 

Event 1           Event2

G

B  ID

G  ID

G  ID

B  ID

0.15

0.8

0.85

0.17

0.03

0.68

0.12

Car colors: 
85% green  
15% blue

ID:
80% correct
20% incorrect

B

0.2

0.8

0.2

Blue ID & Blue Car

Blue ID

Solution:

0.12 / (0.12 + 0.17) = 
0.12 / 0.29 = 41.3%



Conditional Probability
Question:  What is probability that car was blue               

if identified as a blue car? 

Event 1           Event2

G

B  ID

G  ID

G  ID

B  ID

0.15

0.5

0.85

0.425

0.075

0.425

0.075

Car colors: 
85% green  
15% blue

ID:
50% correct
50% incorrect

B

0.5

0.5

0.5

Blue ID & Blue Car

Blue ID

Solution:

= 0.075 / (0.075 + 0.425)
= 0.075 / 0.5 = 15.0 %



Conditional Probability
Question:  What is probability that car was blue               

if identified as a blue car? 

Event 1           Event2

G

B  ID

G  ID

G  ID

B  ID

0.15

1.0

0.85

0.00

0.00

0.85

0.15

Car colors: 
85% green  
15% blue

ID:
100% correct

0% incorrect
B

0.0

1.0

0.0

Blue ID & Blue Car

Blue ID

Solution:

= 0.15 / 0.15 
= 0.15 / 0.15 =  100 %



Hypothesis Testing with Frequentist Stats

• Approach:  

Outcome is binary: 
accept / reject

Compare 
hypothesis 
and 
decision 
about 
hypothesis

99 / 986

3 / 14

11 / 14

887 / 986



Probability Tree of this Example
Question: What is the probability of getting a 

disease if you tested positive ?

Event 1           Event2

Will Get 
Disease ?

YES

NO

Positive test

Negative test
14 / 1000

986 / 1000

11 / 14

3 / 14

99 / 986

887 / 986
0.887

0.003

0.099

0.011

Positive test

Negative test



Probability and Frequentist Statistics

To Summarize:

• “Frequentist probability” is the interpretation of 
probability as the frequency of a particular 
outcome in a large number of experimental trials

• This probability (p value) is compared to an 
arbitrary significance level (alpha = 0.05) and 
used to accept / reject the null hypothesis

• Beware:  a significant p value (0.05) will happen 
merely by chance, 1 / 20 times we do a test.



What Do I Expect You to Know 

Concepts of the sample space and conditional probability

Be ready to perform calculations like this in quizzes

Homework #1:  

Given two  8-sided dice, with the faces numbered 1 to 8, what is 
probability of:

1) a total count of 7 by summing the values from the two top surfaces 
in a single toss?
2) a total count of 7 or 10 by summing the values from the two top 
surfaces – in a single toss?
3) a total count of 7 or 10 – at least once – by summing the values 
from the two top surfaces – in 4 tosses of both dice?
4) a total count of 7 or 10 – at least twice – by summing the values 
from the two top surfaces – in 5 tosses of both dice?



Good Habits When Using R

• Create central folder, for storing your data and scripts.

• Set this folder as your Working Directory:  setwd(DIR)

• Save your                                                                                       

work history: 

• NOTE: add “txt”                                                                

prefix to file

• Save your

workspace:

(variables) 



Navigating the R Console

• Move and click                                                                 
mouse to move                                                               
cursor position  

(switch windows)

• Up /down arrows go to                                                          

previous lines in console

• Navigate with side arrows

• Delete and edit commands



Hints About R Syntax

R is case-sensitive (e.g., Bird1 different from bird1).

Variable names cannot start with a number, but can 
include numbers and underscores (e.g., Bird1_1), not #. 

Some common letters are used internally by R and 
should be avoided as variable names (c, q, t, C, D, F, T, I).

Try to keep names short but descriptive.

There are reserved words that R will not let you us for 
variable. Examples: for, in, while, if, else, repeat, break

NOTE:   Use 2*x instead of 2x    Use 2^p instead of 2p

Log is Natural log            Log10  is Log base 10



R Syntax - References

https://cran.r-project.org/doc/manuals/R-intro.pdf

http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/Short-refcard.pdf

http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/
http://cran.r-project.org/doc/contrib/


R Syntax

Getting Help:

help.start() help(command)                   

?command help.search(“command”)

Try Google

Quitting R:

q() 


